
Volkswagen T1
Build the 

The famous  
Volkswagen Van in  
the Samba version



Minucioso acabado que reproduce detailed finish

Realistic details
The body is accurately reproduced  

to the smallest detail.

High quality materials
Metal body components make  

the model very sturdy.

Easy to assemble with “step-by-step” instructions
• In each issue you will find clear and easy instructions along with pictures  
 that will assist you at each assembly stage.

•  Detailed explanations and useful tips to help you build  
 your Bus model.

•  Ready to assemble pre-cut parts ensure a perfect fit for each component of the model; we use the most modern  
 cutting techniques.

Two suitcases and a surfboard 
With a period-correct look these suitcases and surfboard are fun details  

that complete the model, adding an authentic touch of leisure and adventure.

The collection

A comprehensive history of the Volkswagen 
Transporter, since the early prototypes  
in the 1940s to the present day.  
Detailed descriptions of all models  
and versions, along with  
original and surprising  
pictures.

Assembly instructions, diagrams 
and photos of each step so that 
you can easily build your Bus. 
Achieve a model worthy of the 
best modelers.

Volkswagen universe:

Step-by-step assembly:

The issues in the collection, featuring extensive content and lots of pictures, 
tell the history of the Volkswagen brand, also giving an account of its 
influence over several generations.

   
From paper to reality: the birth of the Transporter

32

 The engine, the same as in the Beetle, had plenty  
of room in the Transporter. In mass production the position  
of the fuel tank cap was changed and the taillights were 
relocated higher up.

The Plattenwagen

The Plattenwagens, which were 
used until well into the 1990s, 
were driven from the extreme 
rear; the remaining space was  
the cargo area.

were detected, which broke the laminar flow 
on the sides at the front, creating great 
aerodynamic resistance. Fortunately, it was 
discovered that by slightly curving the front 
section, air resistance could be reduced by 
no less than 40%, thereby lowering the drag 
coe�icient from 0.75 to 0.44, a spectacular 
figure for the time even for saloons.

THE FIRST PROTOTYPE  
UNDERWAY
On 11 March 1949 the first completed 
prototype was tested using a Beetle chassis. 
However, on 5 April the tests had to be 
suspended because it was clear that the 
chassis did not resist the torsion and flexion 
forces imposed by the new bodywork and 
by its di�erent cargo distribution. 
It must be kept in mind that the Beetle at 
that time had a maximum load of around 
380 kg, and for the new commercial vehicle 
it was hoped to offer a capacity of 750 kg, 
almost double.
The engineers then chose to build a crossbar 
chassis to which the bodywork would be 

The Plattenwagen was a vehicle developed internally by the 
workers at the Wolfsburg plant to be able to haul parts around the 
factory. The �rst units were produced by hand and were based on 
a shortened Beetle chassis, with the driving position located in the 
extreme rear and a metal platform occupying the front section.  
Like good “pack mules”, the Plattenwagens worked very hard and 

were used for many years: 
the last unit was retired in 
1994. During their long life 
they were repaired using 
parts available at each 
moment, so that the few  
that still exist today have 
very different characteristics 
from each other, with 
adapted and mixed parts 
from many eras.

entrepreneur Ben Pon, who even before  
the outbreak of the Second World War  
had become interested in importing  
the Volkswagen designed by Porsche to the 
Netherlands.
After the war, Ben Pon resumed his interest 
and travelled to Wolfsburg, where the 
German car was being produced under the 
supervision of the British Army. In the factory, 
the Dutch businessman noticed a peculiar 
vehicle called the Plattenwagen, used to haul 
parts around the factory. He immediately 
realised its potential as a transport vehicle 
and drew the basic design of a van in his 
notebook. Pon’s sketch, dated 23 March 1947, 
initiated the development of a light transport 
vehicle with the maximum cargo volume 
possible. It was not until November 1948, by 
that time with Heinrich Nordho� as Managing 
Director, when the Volkswagen technical 

bureau sent a note to the Personnel 
Department asking for more workers to be 
employed to develop the project for a new 
vehicle: the Type 29. A few days later, 
Nordho� received the first plans and 
drawings made by Wolfsburg engineers.

TWO DESIGN OPTIONS
Alfred Haesner, head of the Technical 
Department, showed Nordho� the two 
design proposals prepared by his team, 
named A and B. They were very similar and 
di�ered only in their front section and in the 
shape of the roof right at the front, which 
was slightly sloped in option B.
Scale models of the two proposals were 
created and sent to the Technical College of 
Fluid Mechanics in Brunswick to be tested in 
its wind tunnel. The results were very 
disappointing as large areas of low pressure 

 The first working 
prototype of the 
Transporter was 
assembled on a Beetle 
chassis, which proved 
to be unprepared for 
the efforts demanded 
by a transport vehicle.

Volkswagen Universe

Left front wheel

Before beginning assembly of the wheel 
and to make it easier to fit the tyre on the 
rim, either heat it slightly with a hairdryer  
or immerse it in hot water for a few minutes. 
There is no need to heat it much, as its 
excellent composition ensures that the tyre 
will become more pliable quite easily and 
harden again as soon as it cools. 

Technical suggestion

STEP 2-A
Insert the rim (2-2) into the tyre (2-1). For easier 
assembly, see the “Technical suggestion”.

STEP 2-C
Check both sides of the 
wheel to ensure that the 
edges of the tyre are fully 
fitted onto the rim.

STEP 2-D
Next, fit the brake drum (2-5)  
to the inside of the rim by placing 
it onto the pins as shown in the 
photo. The pins have different 
sizes, coinciding with the diameter 
of the holes in the drum. Press  
the drum into the rim to ensure  
a snug fit. 

STEP 2-B
First, fully insert one side of the rim and then gradually 
move the tyre so it fits completely over it.

STEP 2-E
Now, fit the brake drum (2-4) and hub (2-6) together, 
matching the square pin with the round hole of 
the hub with the square hole and round pin on the 
outside of the brake drum. Press down to ensure a 
good fit with both pieces.

STEP 2-G
Secure the hub to the rim on the other side of the wheel 
using the BD01 (2-7) screw.

STEP 2-F
Next, insert the shaft of the hub in the hole in the centre 
of the rim, where the drum has been fitted.

STEP 2-H
Hold the hub with one hand and check that the wheel 
can turn freely.
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Samba – Step by step

Samba – Step by step

NOTE: The appearance of the parts 

on these pages may differ slightly 

from the parts provided with the 

instalment.

The body  

front

Assembly diagram 

Assembly of the Samba begins with this first instalment, as the pieces included enable you to 

place the Volkswagen logo on the body front. You will also begin to get to know the legendary van, 

gradually discovering all of its details.

 Parts included with issue 1

1-1 Body front

1-2 Volkswagen logo

1-3 1.3 x 3.5 mm (BP01) screws

1-1

1-2

1-3

Spare screws

In all instalments of the Samba 

where screws are supplied, each 

bag always includes a spare screw. 

Keep them in a safe place so you 

can find them when needed. 

1-2
1-3

1-1

1

  

Combi, la historia de un mito 
Over the years,
the Bus evolved into different 
generations, which, although 
gradually modernizing the 
concept, maintained the 
original spirit of a versatile 
vehicle suited to all.

Now you can assemble your own Volkswagen Transporter 
in its 23-window Samba Bus version, and with its unmistakable and 
famous two-tone paint. A great opportunity to own this precious 
collectors’ piece at home by building this wonderful 1:8 scale 
reproduction of the original Samba Bus step by step.

Conoce toda la historia de la Combi, 
desde los primeros prototipos.

Explore the Bus world... you’ll be surprised!

Discover all the Bus special models.

Highly

Functional steering
The comprehensive steering mechanism 
enables the front wheels to turn with the 

steering wheel.

Functional accessories
Everything works as in the real vehicle: the seats, 

the doors and even the sunroof...

Detailed interior 
The interior fittings of the Bus are accurately 

recreated, from the dashboard to the  
spare wheel!

The lights turn on 
The head and tail lights turn on,  

just as in the real vehicle.

Ladder
A practical way to reach the luggage rack 

and properly secure the suitcases.

  

1

D uring the design phase of the Beetle in the 1930s, Ferdinand Porsche and his team had already considered commercial 
versions derived from the Volkswagen sedan. 
In the early 1940s Porsche even patented 
the design of a chassis frame, which 
anticipated the later Transporter. However, 
the initial spark for the production of the 
Transporter would come from outside and 
its creator is said to have been the Dutch 

From paper to reality: the birth of  the Transporter“Born” in 1949, the Transporter quickly became a world success but its development was not easy. 

With the accomplishment of the design and manufacture of this completely new vehicle in barely  

a year, Volkswagen – which in practice was a brand that had just arrived on the market –  

showed it could be at the same level as the other veteran manufacturers.
 From its beginnings,  the Transporter was very successful. In the photo, one of  the pre-production prototypes  – identified by the vertical cooling vents –, which was finally used  as a local food store’s vehicle. 

 Porsche’s patent from 1940 already considered a 
cab-forward layout variant of the Beetle’s drivetrain, while 
the sketch drawn by Ben Pon during his visit to Wolfsburg 
(above) shows the Transporter’s basic structure.

Volkswagen Universe
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Bus, the History of a Legend 

Discover the whole Bus history, 
from the early prototypes.

The Transporter – or Bus, as it is popularly 
known – was designed based on the sketch 
by a Dutch car importer, who in 1947 visited 
the Volkswagen factory in Wolfsburg and was 
enthralled by a vehicle with a small cabin, 
platform and rear engine that transported parts 
within the factory. The scene inspired him and, 
one year later, he presented the project. That’s 
how the Volkswagen Transporter was born, 
and it enjoyed immediate success because it 
developed into a vehicle capable of carrying 
goods, families or travelers throughout the 
world. Its reliable air-cooled engine, based  
on the Beetle’s, was a key element that made  
the Bus an international bestseller. 



Build the Volkswagen Samba Bus 
model step by step
Build this accurate replica of the Samba which, with its 23 windows  
and sunroof, is undoubtedly the most  
emblematic model of the  
legendary VW Bus.

Customized colors. 
The color of the parts of your Bus  

is inspired by the original color  
of the VW Samba Bus  

held at the AutoMuseum  
Volkswagen in Wolfsburg.

Luggage rack
An essential accessory  
for long trips to carry 
everything you need.

Two suitcases
With a period-correct  
look, these two suitcases 
complete the model.

Roof
The sunroof, so characteristic of this model, is made of 
fabric that perfectly reproduces the original canvas and 
folds in the same way.

Surfboard
An essential detail that completes 
the model with a touch of leisure 
and adventure.

Windows
The side windows 
work just like the 
originals, sliding 
open and closed, 
making the model 
highly realistic.

Ladder
A practical way to 
reach the luggage rack 
and properly secure 
the suitcases.

Doors
All the model’s moving parts,  
such as the doors, are mounted 
on metal hinges, ensuring reliable 
fastening and perfect fit.

METAL

WEIGHT: 8 kg
BODY
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53.5 cm 22.5 cm

24.5 cm

© Volkswagen, 2021
Trademarks, design patents  

and copyrights are used with  
the approval of the owner,  

Volkswagen AG

Interior
The seat upholstery features the textures  

and colors of the original model. The 
finishings of the door panels, the interior  

of the body and the dashboard are identical 
to those of the actual vehicle.

Wheels
The wheels are made of a metal rim and a 
realistic tire, reproducing not only the tread 
design but even the sidewall markings.

Body
The body is made  
of metal, which  
gives the model  
an excellent  
finish and  
strength, as well  
as great realism.*

* Except the roof, which is made 
in plastic due to the windows 
and the sunroof holes.
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Minucioso acabado que reproduce detailed finish

Realistic details
The body is accurately reproduced  

to the smallest detail.

High quality materials
Metal body components make  

the model very sturdy.

Easy to assemble with “step-by-step” instructions
• In each issue you will find clear and easy instructions along with pictures  
 that will assist you at each assembly stage.

•  Detailed explanations and useful tips to help you build  
 your Bus model.

•  Ready to assemble pre-cut parts ensure a perfect fit for each component of the model; we use the most modern  
 cutting techniques.

Two suitcases and a surfboard 
With a period-correct look these suitcases and surfboard are fun details  

that complete the model, adding an authentic touch of leisure and adventure.

The collection

A comprehensive history of the Volkswagen 
Transporter, since the early prototypes  
in the 1940s to the present day.  
Detailed descriptions of all models  
and versions, along with  
original and surprising  
pictures.

Assembly instructions, diagrams 
and photos of each step so that 
you can easily build your Bus. 
Achieve a model worthy of the 
best modelers.

Volkswagen universe:

Step-by-step assembly:

The issues in the collection, featuring extensive content and lots of pictures, 
tell the history of the Volkswagen brand, also giving an account of its 
influence over several generations.

   
From paper to reality: the birth of the Transporter

32

 The engine, the same as in the Beetle, had plenty  
of room in the Transporter. In mass production the position  
of the fuel tank cap was changed and the taillights were 
relocated higher up.

The Plattenwagen

The Plattenwagens, which were 
used until well into the 1990s, 
were driven from the extreme 
rear; the remaining space was  
the cargo area.

were detected, which broke the laminar flow 
on the sides at the front, creating great 
aerodynamic resistance. Fortunately, it was 
discovered that by slightly curving the front 
section, air resistance could be reduced by 
no less than 40%, thereby lowering the drag 
coe�icient from 0.75 to 0.44, a spectacular 
figure for the time even for saloons.

THE FIRST PROTOTYPE  
UNDERWAY
On 11 March 1949 the first completed 
prototype was tested using a Beetle chassis. 
However, on 5 April the tests had to be 
suspended because it was clear that the 
chassis did not resist the torsion and flexion 
forces imposed by the new bodywork and 
by its di�erent cargo distribution. 
It must be kept in mind that the Beetle at 
that time had a maximum load of around 
380 kg, and for the new commercial vehicle 
it was hoped to offer a capacity of 750 kg, 
almost double.
The engineers then chose to build a crossbar 
chassis to which the bodywork would be 

The Plattenwagen was a vehicle developed internally by the 
workers at the Wolfsburg plant to be able to haul parts around the 
factory. The �rst units were produced by hand and were based on 
a shortened Beetle chassis, with the driving position located in the 
extreme rear and a metal platform occupying the front section.  
Like good “pack mules”, the Plattenwagens worked very hard and 

were used for many years: 
the last unit was retired in 
1994. During their long life 
they were repaired using 
parts available at each 
moment, so that the few  
that still exist today have 
very different characteristics 
from each other, with 
adapted and mixed parts 
from many eras.

entrepreneur Ben Pon, who even before  
the outbreak of the Second World War  
had become interested in importing  
the Volkswagen designed by Porsche to the 
Netherlands.
After the war, Ben Pon resumed his interest 
and travelled to Wolfsburg, where the 
German car was being produced under the 
supervision of the British Army. In the factory, 
the Dutch businessman noticed a peculiar 
vehicle called the Plattenwagen, used to haul 
parts around the factory. He immediately 
realised its potential as a transport vehicle 
and drew the basic design of a van in his 
notebook. Pon’s sketch, dated 23 March 1947, 
initiated the development of a light transport 
vehicle with the maximum cargo volume 
possible. It was not until November 1948, by 
that time with Heinrich Nordho� as Managing 
Director, when the Volkswagen technical 

bureau sent a note to the Personnel 
Department asking for more workers to be 
employed to develop the project for a new 
vehicle: the Type 29. A few days later, 
Nordho� received the first plans and 
drawings made by Wolfsburg engineers.

TWO DESIGN OPTIONS
Alfred Haesner, head of the Technical 
Department, showed Nordho� the two 
design proposals prepared by his team, 
named A and B. They were very similar and 
di�ered only in their front section and in the 
shape of the roof right at the front, which 
was slightly sloped in option B.
Scale models of the two proposals were 
created and sent to the Technical College of 
Fluid Mechanics in Brunswick to be tested in 
its wind tunnel. The results were very 
disappointing as large areas of low pressure 

 The first working 
prototype of the 
Transporter was 
assembled on a Beetle 
chassis, which proved 
to be unprepared for 
the efforts demanded 
by a transport vehicle.

Volkswagen Universe

Left front wheel

Before beginning assembly of the wheel 
and to make it easier to fit the tyre on the 
rim, either heat it slightly with a hairdryer  
or immerse it in hot water for a few minutes. 
There is no need to heat it much, as its 
excellent composition ensures that the tyre 
will become more pliable quite easily and 
harden again as soon as it cools. 

Technical suggestion

STEP 2-A
Insert the rim (2-2) into the tyre (2-1). For easier 
assembly, see the “Technical suggestion”.

STEP 2-C
Check both sides of the 
wheel to ensure that the 
edges of the tyre are fully 
fitted onto the rim.

STEP 2-D
Next, fit the brake drum (2-5)  
to the inside of the rim by placing 
it onto the pins as shown in the 
photo. The pins have different 
sizes, coinciding with the diameter 
of the holes in the drum. Press  
the drum into the rim to ensure  
a snug fit. 

STEP 2-B
First, fully insert one side of the rim and then gradually 
move the tyre so it fits completely over it.

STEP 2-E
Now, fit the brake drum (2-4) and hub (2-6) together, 
matching the square pin with the round hole of 
the hub with the square hole and round pin on the 
outside of the brake drum. Press down to ensure a 
good fit with both pieces.

STEP 2-G
Secure the hub to the rim on the other side of the wheel 
using the BD01 (2-7) screw.

STEP 2-F
Next, insert the shaft of the hub in the hole in the centre 
of the rim, where the drum has been fitted.

STEP 2-H
Hold the hub with one hand and check that the wheel 
can turn freely.
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Samba – Step by step

Samba – Step by step

NOTE: The appearance of the parts 

on these pages may differ slightly 

from the parts provided with the 

instalment.

The body  

front

Assembly diagram 

Assembly of the Samba begins with this first instalment, as the pieces included enable you to 

place the Volkswagen logo on the body front. You will also begin to get to know the legendary van, 

gradually discovering all of its details.

 Parts included with issue 1

1-1 Body front

1-2 Volkswagen logo

1-3 1.3 x 3.5 mm (BP01) screws

1-1

1-2

1-3

Spare screws

In all instalments of the Samba 

where screws are supplied, each 

bag always includes a spare screw. 

Keep them in a safe place so you 

can find them when needed. 

1-2
1-3

1-1

1

  

Combi, la historia de un mito 
Over the years,
the Bus evolved into different 
generations, which, although 
gradually modernizing the 
concept, maintained the 
original spirit of a versatile 
vehicle suited to all.

Now you can assemble your own Volkswagen Transporter 
in its 23-window Samba Bus version, and with its unmistakable and 
famous two-tone paint. A great opportunity to own this precious 
collectors’ piece at home by building this wonderful 1:8 scale 
reproduction of the original Samba Bus step by step.

Conoce toda la historia de la Combi, 
desde los primeros prototipos.

Explore the Bus world... you’ll be surprised!

Discover all the Bus special models.

Highly

Functional steering
The comprehensive steering mechanism 
enables the front wheels to turn with the 

steering wheel.

Functional accessories
Everything works as in the real vehicle: the seats, 

the doors and even the sunroof...

Detailed interior 
The interior fittings of the Bus are accurately 

recreated, from the dashboard to the  
spare wheel!

The lights turn on 
The head and tail lights turn on,  

just as in the real vehicle.

Ladder
A practical way to reach the luggage rack 

and properly secure the suitcases.

  

1

D uring the design phase of the Beetle in the 1930s, Ferdinand Porsche and his team had already considered commercial 
versions derived from the Volkswagen sedan. 
In the early 1940s Porsche even patented 
the design of a chassis frame, which 
anticipated the later Transporter. However, 
the initial spark for the production of the 
Transporter would come from outside and 
its creator is said to have been the Dutch 

From paper to reality: the birth of  the Transporter“Born” in 1949, the Transporter quickly became a world success but its development was not easy. 

With the accomplishment of the design and manufacture of this completely new vehicle in barely  

a year, Volkswagen – which in practice was a brand that had just arrived on the market –  

showed it could be at the same level as the other veteran manufacturers.
 From its beginnings,  the Transporter was very successful. In the photo, one of  the pre-production prototypes  – identified by the vertical cooling vents –, which was finally used  as a local food store’s vehicle. 

 Porsche’s patent from 1940 already considered a 
cab-forward layout variant of the Beetle’s drivetrain, while 
the sketch drawn by Ben Pon during his visit to Wolfsburg 
(above) shows the Transporter’s basic structure.

Volkswagen Universe
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Minucioso acabado que reproduce detailed finish

Realistic details
The body is accurately reproduced  

to the smallest detail.

High quality materials
Metal body components make  

the model very sturdy.

Easy to assemble with “step-by-step” instructions
• In each issue you will find clear and easy instructions along with pictures  
 that will assist you at each assembly stage.

•  Detailed explanations and useful tips to help you build  
 your Bus model.

•  Ready to assemble pre-cut parts ensure a perfect fit for each component of the model; we use the most modern  
 cutting techniques.

Two suitcases and a surfboard 
With a period-correct look these suitcases and surfboard are fun details  

that complete the model, adding an authentic touch of leisure and adventure.

The collection

A comprehensive history of the Volkswagen 
Transporter, since the early prototypes  
in the 1940s to the present day.  
Detailed descriptions of all models  
and versions, along with  
original and surprising  
pictures.

Assembly instructions, diagrams 
and photos of each step so that 
you can easily build your Bus. 
Achieve a model worthy of the 
best modelers.

Volkswagen universe:

Step-by-step assembly:

The issues in the collection, featuring extensive content and lots of pictures, 
tell the history of the Volkswagen brand, also giving an account of its 
influence over several generations.

   
From paper to reality: the birth of the Transporter

32

 The engine, the same as in the Beetle, had plenty  
of room in the Transporter. In mass production the position  
of the fuel tank cap was changed and the taillights were 
relocated higher up.

The Plattenwagen

The Plattenwagens, which were 
used until well into the 1990s, 
were driven from the extreme 
rear; the remaining space was  
the cargo area.

were detected, which broke the laminar flow 
on the sides at the front, creating great 
aerodynamic resistance. Fortunately, it was 
discovered that by slightly curving the front 
section, air resistance could be reduced by 
no less than 40%, thereby lowering the drag 
coe�icient from 0.75 to 0.44, a spectacular 
figure for the time even for saloons.

THE FIRST PROTOTYPE  
UNDERWAY
On 11 March 1949 the first completed 
prototype was tested using a Beetle chassis. 
However, on 5 April the tests had to be 
suspended because it was clear that the 
chassis did not resist the torsion and flexion 
forces imposed by the new bodywork and 
by its di�erent cargo distribution. 
It must be kept in mind that the Beetle at 
that time had a maximum load of around 
380 kg, and for the new commercial vehicle 
it was hoped to offer a capacity of 750 kg, 
almost double.
The engineers then chose to build a crossbar 
chassis to which the bodywork would be 

The Plattenwagen was a vehicle developed internally by the 
workers at the Wolfsburg plant to be able to haul parts around the 
factory. The �rst units were produced by hand and were based on 
a shortened Beetle chassis, with the driving position located in the 
extreme rear and a metal platform occupying the front section.  
Like good “pack mules”, the Plattenwagens worked very hard and 

were used for many years: 
the last unit was retired in 
1994. During their long life 
they were repaired using 
parts available at each 
moment, so that the few  
that still exist today have 
very different characteristics 
from each other, with 
adapted and mixed parts 
from many eras.

entrepreneur Ben Pon, who even before  
the outbreak of the Second World War  
had become interested in importing  
the Volkswagen designed by Porsche to the 
Netherlands.
After the war, Ben Pon resumed his interest 
and travelled to Wolfsburg, where the 
German car was being produced under the 
supervision of the British Army. In the factory, 
the Dutch businessman noticed a peculiar 
vehicle called the Plattenwagen, used to haul 
parts around the factory. He immediately 
realised its potential as a transport vehicle 
and drew the basic design of a van in his 
notebook. Pon’s sketch, dated 23 March 1947, 
initiated the development of a light transport 
vehicle with the maximum cargo volume 
possible. It was not until November 1948, by 
that time with Heinrich Nordho� as Managing 
Director, when the Volkswagen technical 

bureau sent a note to the Personnel 
Department asking for more workers to be 
employed to develop the project for a new 
vehicle: the Type 29. A few days later, 
Nordho� received the first plans and 
drawings made by Wolfsburg engineers.

TWO DESIGN OPTIONS
Alfred Haesner, head of the Technical 
Department, showed Nordho� the two 
design proposals prepared by his team, 
named A and B. They were very similar and 
di�ered only in their front section and in the 
shape of the roof right at the front, which 
was slightly sloped in option B.
Scale models of the two proposals were 
created and sent to the Technical College of 
Fluid Mechanics in Brunswick to be tested in 
its wind tunnel. The results were very 
disappointing as large areas of low pressure 

 The first working 
prototype of the 
Transporter was 
assembled on a Beetle 
chassis, which proved 
to be unprepared for 
the efforts demanded 
by a transport vehicle.

Volkswagen Universe

Left front wheel

Before beginning assembly of the wheel 
and to make it easier to fit the tyre on the 
rim, either heat it slightly with a hairdryer  
or immerse it in hot water for a few minutes. 
There is no need to heat it much, as its 
excellent composition ensures that the tyre 
will become more pliable quite easily and 
harden again as soon as it cools. 

Technical suggestion

STEP 2-A
Insert the rim (2-2) into the tyre (2-1). For easier 
assembly, see the “Technical suggestion”.

STEP 2-C
Check both sides of the 
wheel to ensure that the 
edges of the tyre are fully 
fitted onto the rim.

STEP 2-D
Next, fit the brake drum (2-5)  
to the inside of the rim by placing 
it onto the pins as shown in the 
photo. The pins have different 
sizes, coinciding with the diameter 
of the holes in the drum. Press  
the drum into the rim to ensure  
a snug fit. 

STEP 2-B
First, fully insert one side of the rim and then gradually 
move the tyre so it fits completely over it.

STEP 2-E
Now, fit the brake drum (2-4) and hub (2-6) together, 
matching the square pin with the round hole of 
the hub with the square hole and round pin on the 
outside of the brake drum. Press down to ensure a 
good fit with both pieces.

STEP 2-G
Secure the hub to the rim on the other side of the wheel 
using the BD01 (2-7) screw.

STEP 2-F
Next, insert the shaft of the hub in the hole in the centre 
of the rim, where the drum has been fitted.

STEP 2-H
Hold the hub with one hand and check that the wheel 
can turn freely.
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Samba – Step by step

NOTE: The appearance of the parts 

on these pages may differ slightly 

from the parts provided with the 

instalment.

The body  

front

Assembly diagram 

Assembly of the Samba begins with this first instalment, as the pieces included enable you to 

place the Volkswagen logo on the body front. You will also begin to get to know the legendary van, 

gradually discovering all of its details.

 Parts included with issue 1

1-1 Body front

1-2 Volkswagen logo

1-3 1.3 x 3.5 mm (BP01) screws

1-1

1-2

1-3

Spare screws

In all instalments of the Samba 

where screws are supplied, each 

bag always includes a spare screw. 

Keep them in a safe place so you 

can find them when needed. 

1-2
1-3

1-1

1

  

Combi, la historia de un mito 
Over the years,
the Bus evolved into different 
generations, which, although 
gradually modernizing the 
concept, maintained the 
original spirit of a versatile 
vehicle suited to all.

Now you can assemble your own Volkswagen Transporter 
in its 23-window Samba Bus version, and with its unmistakable and 
famous two-tone paint. A great opportunity to own this precious 
collectors’ piece at home by building this wonderful 1:8 scale 
reproduction of the original Samba Bus step by step.

Conoce toda la historia de la Combi, 
desde los primeros prototipos.

Explore the Bus world... you’ll be surprised!

Discover all the Bus special models.

Highly

Functional steering
The comprehensive steering mechanism 
enables the front wheels to turn with the 

steering wheel.

Functional accessories
Everything works as in the real vehicle: the seats, 

the doors and even the sunroof...

Detailed interior 
The interior fittings of the Bus are accurately 

recreated, from the dashboard to the  
spare wheel!

The lights turn on 
The head and tail lights turn on,  

just as in the real vehicle.

Ladder
A practical way to reach the luggage rack 

and properly secure the suitcases.

  

1

D uring the design phase of the Beetle in the 1930s, Ferdinand Porsche and his team had already considered commercial 
versions derived from the Volkswagen sedan. 
In the early 1940s Porsche even patented 
the design of a chassis frame, which 
anticipated the later Transporter. However, 
the initial spark for the production of the 
Transporter would come from outside and 
its creator is said to have been the Dutch 

From paper to reality: the birth of  the Transporter“Born” in 1949, the Transporter quickly became a world success but its development was not easy. 

With the accomplishment of the design and manufacture of this completely new vehicle in barely  

a year, Volkswagen – which in practice was a brand that had just arrived on the market –  

showed it could be at the same level as the other veteran manufacturers.
 From its beginnings,  the Transporter was very successful. In the photo, one of  the pre-production prototypes  – identified by the vertical cooling vents –, which was finally used  as a local food store’s vehicle. 

 Porsche’s patent from 1940 already considered a 
cab-forward layout variant of the Beetle’s drivetrain, while 
the sketch drawn by Ben Pon during his visit to Wolfsburg 
(above) shows the Transporter’s basic structure.

Volkswagen Universe
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Minucioso acabado que reproduce detailed finish

Realistic details
The body is accurately reproduced  

to the smallest detail.

High quality materials
Metal body components make  

the model very sturdy.

Easy to assemble with “step-by-step” instructions
• In each issue you will find clear and easy instructions along with pictures  
 that will assist you at each assembly stage.

•  Detailed explanations and useful tips to help you build  
 your Bus model.

•  Ready to assemble pre-cut parts ensure a perfect fit for each component of the model; we use the most modern  
 cutting techniques.

Two suitcases and a surfboard 
With a period-correct look these suitcases and surfboard are fun details  

that complete the model, adding an authentic touch of leisure and adventure.

The collection

A comprehensive history of the Volkswagen 
Transporter, since the early prototypes  
in the 1940s to the present day.  
Detailed descriptions of all models  
and versions, along with  
original and surprising  
pictures.

Assembly instructions, diagrams 
and photos of each step so that 
you can easily build your Bus. 
Achieve a model worthy of the 
best modelers.

Volkswagen universe:

Step-by-step assembly:

The issues in the collection, featuring extensive content and lots of pictures, 
tell the history of the Volkswagen brand, also giving an account of its 
influence over several generations.

   
From paper to reality: the birth of the Transporter

32

 The engine, the same as in the Beetle, had plenty  
of room in the Transporter. In mass production the position  
of the fuel tank cap was changed and the taillights were 
relocated higher up.

The Plattenwagen

The Plattenwagens, which were 
used until well into the 1990s, 
were driven from the extreme 
rear; the remaining space was  
the cargo area.

were detected, which broke the laminar flow 
on the sides at the front, creating great 
aerodynamic resistance. Fortunately, it was 
discovered that by slightly curving the front 
section, air resistance could be reduced by 
no less than 40%, thereby lowering the drag 
coe�icient from 0.75 to 0.44, a spectacular 
figure for the time even for saloons.

THE FIRST PROTOTYPE  
UNDERWAY
On 11 March 1949 the first completed 
prototype was tested using a Beetle chassis. 
However, on 5 April the tests had to be 
suspended because it was clear that the 
chassis did not resist the torsion and flexion 
forces imposed by the new bodywork and 
by its di�erent cargo distribution. 
It must be kept in mind that the Beetle at 
that time had a maximum load of around 
380 kg, and for the new commercial vehicle 
it was hoped to offer a capacity of 750 kg, 
almost double.
The engineers then chose to build a crossbar 
chassis to which the bodywork would be 

The Plattenwagen was a vehicle developed internally by the 
workers at the Wolfsburg plant to be able to haul parts around the 
factory. The �rst units were produced by hand and were based on 
a shortened Beetle chassis, with the driving position located in the 
extreme rear and a metal platform occupying the front section.  
Like good “pack mules”, the Plattenwagens worked very hard and 

were used for many years: 
the last unit was retired in 
1994. During their long life 
they were repaired using 
parts available at each 
moment, so that the few  
that still exist today have 
very different characteristics 
from each other, with 
adapted and mixed parts 
from many eras.

entrepreneur Ben Pon, who even before  
the outbreak of the Second World War  
had become interested in importing  
the Volkswagen designed by Porsche to the 
Netherlands.
After the war, Ben Pon resumed his interest 
and travelled to Wolfsburg, where the 
German car was being produced under the 
supervision of the British Army. In the factory, 
the Dutch businessman noticed a peculiar 
vehicle called the Plattenwagen, used to haul 
parts around the factory. He immediately 
realised its potential as a transport vehicle 
and drew the basic design of a van in his 
notebook. Pon’s sketch, dated 23 March 1947, 
initiated the development of a light transport 
vehicle with the maximum cargo volume 
possible. It was not until November 1948, by 
that time with Heinrich Nordho� as Managing 
Director, when the Volkswagen technical 

bureau sent a note to the Personnel 
Department asking for more workers to be 
employed to develop the project for a new 
vehicle: the Type 29. A few days later, 
Nordho� received the first plans and 
drawings made by Wolfsburg engineers.

TWO DESIGN OPTIONS
Alfred Haesner, head of the Technical 
Department, showed Nordho� the two 
design proposals prepared by his team, 
named A and B. They were very similar and 
di�ered only in their front section and in the 
shape of the roof right at the front, which 
was slightly sloped in option B.
Scale models of the two proposals were 
created and sent to the Technical College of 
Fluid Mechanics in Brunswick to be tested in 
its wind tunnel. The results were very 
disappointing as large areas of low pressure 

 The first working 
prototype of the 
Transporter was 
assembled on a Beetle 
chassis, which proved 
to be unprepared for 
the efforts demanded 
by a transport vehicle.
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Left front wheel

Before beginning assembly of the wheel 
and to make it easier to fit the tyre on the 
rim, either heat it slightly with a hairdryer  
or immerse it in hot water for a few minutes. 
There is no need to heat it much, as its 
excellent composition ensures that the tyre 
will become more pliable quite easily and 
harden again as soon as it cools. 

Technical suggestion

STEP 2-A
Insert the rim (2-2) into the tyre (2-1). For easier 
assembly, see the “Technical suggestion”.

STEP 2-C
Check both sides of the 
wheel to ensure that the 
edges of the tyre are fully 
fitted onto the rim.

STEP 2-D
Next, fit the brake drum (2-5)  
to the inside of the rim by placing 
it onto the pins as shown in the 
photo. The pins have different 
sizes, coinciding with the diameter 
of the holes in the drum. Press  
the drum into the rim to ensure  
a snug fit. 

STEP 2-B
First, fully insert one side of the rim and then gradually 
move the tyre so it fits completely over it.

STEP 2-E
Now, fit the brake drum (2-4) and hub (2-6) together, 
matching the square pin with the round hole of 
the hub with the square hole and round pin on the 
outside of the brake drum. Press down to ensure a 
good fit with both pieces.

STEP 2-G
Secure the hub to the rim on the other side of the wheel 
using the BD01 (2-7) screw.

STEP 2-F
Next, insert the shaft of the hub in the hole in the centre 
of the rim, where the drum has been fitted.

STEP 2-H
Hold the hub with one hand and check that the wheel 
can turn freely.
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NOTE: The appearance of the parts 

on these pages may differ slightly 

from the parts provided with the 

instalment.

The body  

front

Assembly diagram 

Assembly of the Samba begins with this first instalment, as the pieces included enable you to 

place the Volkswagen logo on the body front. You will also begin to get to know the legendary van, 

gradually discovering all of its details.

 Parts included with issue 1

1-1 Body front

1-2 Volkswagen logo

1-3 1.3 x 3.5 mm (BP01) screws

1-1

1-2

1-3

Spare screws

In all instalments of the Samba 

where screws are supplied, each 

bag always includes a spare screw. 

Keep them in a safe place so you 

can find them when needed. 

1-2
1-3

1-1

1
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the Bus evolved into different 
generations, which, although 
gradually modernizing the 
concept, maintained the 
original spirit of a versatile 
vehicle suited to all.

Now you can assemble your own Volkswagen Transporter 
in its 23-window Samba Bus version, and with its unmistakable and 
famous two-tone paint. A great opportunity to own this precious 
collectors’ piece at home by building this wonderful 1:8 scale 
reproduction of the original Samba Bus step by step.

Conoce toda la historia de la Combi, 
desde los primeros prototipos.

Explore the Bus world... you’ll be surprised!

Discover all the Bus special models.

Highly

Functional steering
The comprehensive steering mechanism 
enables the front wheels to turn with the 

steering wheel.

Functional accessories
Everything works as in the real vehicle: the seats, 

the doors and even the sunroof...

Detailed interior 
The interior fittings of the Bus are accurately 

recreated, from the dashboard to the  
spare wheel!

The lights turn on 
The head and tail lights turn on,  

just as in the real vehicle.

Ladder
A practical way to reach the luggage rack 

and properly secure the suitcases.
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D uring the design phase of the Beetle in the 1930s, Ferdinand Porsche and his team had already considered commercial 
versions derived from the Volkswagen sedan. 
In the early 1940s Porsche even patented 
the design of a chassis frame, which 
anticipated the later Transporter. However, 
the initial spark for the production of the 
Transporter would come from outside and 
its creator is said to have been the Dutch 

From paper to reality: the birth of  the Transporter“Born” in 1949, the Transporter quickly became a world success but its development was not easy. 

With the accomplishment of the design and manufacture of this completely new vehicle in barely  

a year, Volkswagen – which in practice was a brand that had just arrived on the market –  

showed it could be at the same level as the other veteran manufacturers.
 From its beginnings,  the Transporter was very successful. In the photo, one of  the pre-production prototypes  – identified by the vertical cooling vents –, which was finally used  as a local food store’s vehicle. 

 Porsche’s patent from 1940 already considered a 
cab-forward layout variant of the Beetle’s drivetrain, while 
the sketch drawn by Ben Pon during his visit to Wolfsburg 
(above) shows the Transporter’s basic structure.
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Bus, the History of a Legend 

 Explora el mundo de la Combi... ¡te sorprenderá!

 Descubre todos los modelos especiales de la Combi.

Subscribe and receive
these great gifts*

1st gift

3 fantastic prints
Three prints reminding us that the VW T1  
is an icon of many generations.

Size: 41 x 35 cm

4th gift

Volkswagen Kombi Luxus and 
Volkswagen T2 Bus miniatures
Not only can you obtain the VW T1 at a scale  
of 1:8, but also at 1:43, in addition to its successor,  
the equally well-known VW T2.

*In the event of this item being out of stock, or due to any circumstances beyond the control of the publisher, it will be replaced by another of equal or greater value.

2nd gift

Toolbox
This practical box  
is designed for you to tidily  
store all the pieces, screws and  
accessories to assemble your model.

Size: 16.5 x 12.5 x 3 cm

3rd gift

Official  
Licensed  
Volkswagen  
metal mug
500 ml

Size: 9.5 x 8.5 cm

Scale 
1:43
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Upgrade to a
Premium Offer*

Showcase your T1 SAMBA model with this fabulous 
 high-quality acrylic display case.

Store and display your model safely. Keep it safe from  
dust and damage and display it proudly in this spectacular 
acrylic case. It was designed exclusively for the model and  
is completely transparent, so you can appreciate every  
authentic detail.
Escale 1:8

* For only £1.00 extra per issue (from issue 7 onwards) you can receive this superb display case. This will be delivered with your last installment.
In the event of this item being out of stock, or due to any circumstances beyond the control of the publisher, it will be replaced  

by another of equal or greater value.

Case size approx.:  
70 x 40 x 28 cm. The display  

case is delivered empty.

For only
£1.00 extra 
per issue*


